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by Tom Lackovic

Only days away: This Saturday, Janu-
ary 28, is a SKI HOLIDAY for Behrend
Campus. With two last-minute changes,
the stage is set for an exciting event.
First, skiing will start at 2:00 P.M.,
instead of the previously announced 10:00
P.M.. Also, the "Shadows" will provide
the swingint moods from 9:00 P.M. to mid-
night instead of the "Jades". Other than
that, SKI HOLIDAY promises a great time
for you "cubs".

Imagine yourself ridin' the T-bar
through Sherwood Glade to challenge Friar
Tuck's Trek, a breath-taking novice
trail - 4100 ft. If this is too steep,
then, Little John's Jaunt la, your slope -

600 ft. beginner's hill. After conquer-
ing the beginner's slope, ana loosening-
up abit, there are more intricate trails
that await your threat - Robin Hood's
Retreat, Will-o'-The-Whisp, Cross Bow,
to name a few. But,no matter which
slope you try, once you start down,
there's no stopping UNLESS some-
thing comes up!

Well, now that the wind is knocked
out of you, and your nose end cheeks are
glowing red, it's time to thaw outs
Here's when a glass of "hot chocolate"
hits the spot. While sipping "chaud chocolat"

January 2

by the "chendinee", the warm,
romantic atmosphere is enhanced
by the "pittoresque vue de forgt".
As you can see, Peek 'n Peak provides
both facilities - skiing trails and
a lover's lane. If you can't master
the slopes, then try the other
trail - it might be more exciting
and challenging!

Don't forget the deadline for
payment is this Thursday, January
26. Reservations will be taken
only in the lobby of the 0.8.
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